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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk will cover basics of oak wilt it’s spread and management options.  Will show some examples of treatments within other state parks.  Includes map that depicts extent of oak wilt on Belle Isle and an outline of treatments.  



Oak Wilt Overview  

• Invasive, fungal disease that 
rapidly kills red oaks  
– Spreads aboveground  

– Spread underground via root grafting  

• Trees must be removed and 
destroyed or infection will 
continue 
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K. Reeves, P.J. Hoffmaster SP, 2014 

 

MDNR, P.J. Hoffmaster SP, 2014 

MDNR, Rifle River RA, 2014 

MDNR, Rifle River RA, 2014 
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Presentation Notes
Certain characteristics make it easier to identify oak wilt.  Often wilted leaves will drop early in the season, July through September.   But because of how it spreads, early detection is critical. 



USDA, Forest Service 

Treatment must address 
above and below ground 
transmission. 
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Presentation Notes
Disease spreads rapidly if left unmanaged.  Diagram illustrates two mechanisms for transmission. Above ground and below.  Estimated about 90% of transmission occurs underground.  But you first need to have the initial tree, and that’s usually above ground.  To effectively control, need to address both means of infection.  



Oak Wilt  

 

 

MDNR, Rifle River RA 

NC State 

USDA Forest Service 
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Presentation Notes
This is how aboveground transport works.  Fungus is aromatic and attracks beetles, scent leaks through crack in barck to attract beetles.  Sticky spores attach to nitidulids and they transport to other wounded oaks.   The fungus travels vertically up the trees water transport system and clogs vessels.  So the leaves are basically starved.  They quickly wilt and drop.  



Oak Wilt Treatment 

K. Reeves, 
P.J. Hoffmaster SP 
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Presentation Notes
Management of oak wilt involves determining the extent of the root system, which can be far reaching depending on the size of the infected tree.  Must consider the size of the tree that died, in this case a large tree at Hoffmaster, and the size of the neighboring trees.  Briefly mention how this is done: Diameter of the tree is determined and that is combined with the diameter of the neighboring tree to determine the likelihood of root grafting.  In forests with large oaks, the loss of only a few trees can result in large pockets of death due to the size of the combined root system.  Example, two 20 inch diameter trees, combined equals 40 inches in diameter.  To have 98% confidence they are not grafted, need 102 feet between them.  



DNR, Waterloo RA 
 

DNR, Waterloo RA 
 

DNR, Waterloo RA 
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Carving out the ‘cancer’ of the disease.  Must include all trees that could possibly be root grafted with diseased red oaks.  Go through that exercise with every tree that is in the area near the infected tree.  Once the extent of root grafting is determined, the area is plowed with 5’ blade.  See how big the blade is and when plowing is complete, leaves very narrow footprint.  



DNR, P.J. Hoffmaster SP 
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In order to completely remove the disease, you have to isolate the root system with a root graft barrier (vibratory plow), then remove all living host material (all material that is thought to be root grafted)In this instance at Hoffmaster, 60 red oaks were in the root graft area.  Though not infected aboveground, their root systems were likely already infected.  



P.J. Hoffmaster State Park  
Campground Loop A 
Winter 2013 

 

DNR, P.J. Hoffmaster SP 
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Trees had to be removed otherwise the aboveground material would become infected, producing more spores and multiplying the disease through aboveground and underground spread.  



Fungistat Treatment 

•No cure for oak wilt, only 
preventative treatments 
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Presentation Notes
There is no way to cure a tree that has died from oak wilt.  However, there are chemical treatments available that seem to prevent the fungus from forming in the aboveground portion of the tree (difference b/t fungistat and fungicide)These treatments must be done before a tree has died and can be done to high risk or high value landscape trees Research has shown that oak wilt can live in the root system in Minnesota for 5-6 years.  Injection system, must be done every two years.  



‘SP’ tree  

Brighton, RA, Equestrian camp 
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We have been able to use these treatments to compliment vibratory plowing in some cases.  Brighton horse camp, 2 symptomatic trees noticed in 2015.  One tree combined 60 inches in diameter had very large spreading root system.  Once plow lined marked, included between 50-60 mature red oak.  All trees left inside the vibratory plow line were treated with fungistat.  Treatment must be done every two years for six years .  



 

Waterloo RA, Green Lake camp 
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Waterloo green lake campground.  Heavy oak component.  Chronic issues with oak wilt.  This year, 3 plow lines in this campground alone.  Plowed at the yurt in 2014 and the trailhead in 2013.  Site 8, all wooded and tucked into lake.  Area plowed and all trees within plow line treated with propozole to protect the look of this campground.  



Fungistat Treatment 

 

5 dead red oak 
Confirmed 2013 

A. Ihnken, DNR 
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Landscape level treatment has been done in certain instances.  
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Presentation Notes
Flatwoods forest is 200 acres total.  Oak wilt infested areas and area directly impacted 47.9 acres.  Area includes 4 known pockets of oak wilt and five single infected trees.  Single infestations much easier to handle but must be done quickly before disease moves into root system. 



Belle Isle Oak Wilt Plan 

• Zones 1,2,3,4:  
Protect uninfected 
forests from root 
grafting  
– Root graft barriers  

• Zones 2,3,4:  Inject 
select trees 

• Preventative 
treatment:  
landscape trees  
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Presentation Notes
Portion of zone 1.  Large oak loss Other species mixed in, including ash.  Many other causes of tree loss in this area including hydrology, road fill, other disease.  This area should be isolated from quality red and white oak on east end of island. 





 

Questions? 
Heidi Frei 
freih@michigan.gov   
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Presentation Notes
Protection of oak resource on the island critical.  To prevent further loss, removal of sprore producers and installing root graft barriers imperative.  
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